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Abstract — A database refers to data structure used for systematical and organized collection of data. Nowadays database system follows mostly two different algorithms i.e. SQL and NoSQL. In SQL databases schema is predefined, fixed and vertically scalable whereas in NoSQL databases, schema is dynamic and horizontally scalable. Also, SQL databases are table-based databases such as MySQL, Oracle, MS SQL whereas NoSQL databases are document based, key-value based, graph databases such as MongoDB, CouchDB so on. Here, two comparison systems one is desktop application using python language and other is web application using PHP is used to analyze the performance difference between MongoDB and MySQL based on their Insert, Read, Update and Delete operations. In Observation of results its seen that for Insertion, Updating and deletion operations MongoDB performs much better than MySQL and for selection (data fetching) operation, although there is not major difference between them still average time of MongoDB select operation is less than average time of MySQL select operation. So, we have concluded that MongoDB performance is better than MySQL performance.
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1. Introduction

A database is an organized collection of structured information or data, typically stored electronically in a computer system. A database is usually controlled by database management system. Now-a-days DBMS available on mainly based on two algorithms one is SQL like MySQL and other is NoSQL like MongoDB.

MySQL is a popular open-source relational database management system (RDBMS) that is distributed, developed, and supported by Oracle Corporation. The relational systems like, MySQL stores data in tabular form and uses structured query language (SQL) for accessing of data. In MySQL, the programmer should pre-define the schema based on requirements and set up rules to control the relationships between fields in the record [2]. The related information may be stored in different
tables, but they are associated by the use of joins. Thus, data duplication can be minimized.

MongoDB is an open-source database developed by MongoDB Inc. MongoDB stores data in JSON-like documents that can vary in structure. Related information can be stored together for fast query access through the MongoDB query language. MongoDB uses dynamic schemas, which helps to create records without first defining the structure, such as the attributes or the data types. It is possible to change the structure of records by simply adding new attributes or deleting existing fields. This model helps to represent hierarchical relationships, to store arrays, and other more complex structures very easily. Documents in a record need not have an identical set of fields [3].

In this paper we have compared both MySQL and MongoDB for their performance on basis of insert, select(fetch), update and delete operations of databases. Our comparison systems, Desktop comparison system based on python and Web comparison system based on PHP. Both comparison systems perform these four identical operations Insert into database, select(retrieve) from database, update in database and delete form database on same database in both database systems, MongoDB server and MySQL server.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A database system is very crucial and important in creation a well as management of data. The task of data creation and data management is required by every server-based applications weather desktop application or web application. Now-a-days there are many databases systems available running on different principals. Two major principals of them: one is SQL based database systems like MySQL and other is NoSQL based database systems like MongoDB. MongoDB is document storage database (key-value based) and MySQL is table and foreign-key related database. MySQL and MongoDB both have some fundamental differences because of these fundamental differences there are some applications where table-based database system like MySQL always performs better and there are some applications where document-based database systems always performs better. But there are some applications also where any of both type of database system can be used. The main concern here is which one to choose for such type of applications.

In this paper we have compared both, MongoDB and MySQL for their basic operations: insert, select, update and delete. So that we can give an idea that which one database system can be opt for such type of applications where both type of database system seems suitable for application’s need.

3. METHODOLOGY

Here we have two database, one database named mongodb_vs_mysql in MySQL database system and other is in MongoDB with the same name mongodb_vs_mysql. In MySQL, mongodb_vs_mysql database consists of one table named user info
having more than 100000 records. And in MongoDB, mongodb_vs_mysql database consists of one collection which having more than 100000 documents.

In MySQL user_info table has 9 columns to store user information similarly In MongoDB user_info collection has 9 key-value pairs in each document.

Figure 1: Records Count in MySQL  Figure 2: Documents count in MongoDB

Figure 3: Sample of data records in MySQL

Figure 4: Sample of data documents in MongoDB
To compare performance of both: MongoDB and MySQL we have used two comparison systems one is desktop application based on Python:

**Figure 5:** MySQL Insert Operation

```python
start_time1 = time.time()
mydb = mysql.connector.connect(host="localhost", user="rahul", passwd="mahi")
cursor=mydb.cursor()
cursor.execute("use mongodb_vs_mysql")
cursor.execute("""insert into user_info values(\"self.insert_search_id.get().strip()\",\n  \"self.insert_search_password.get().strip()\",\n  \"self.insert_firstname.get().strip()\",\n  \"self.insert_lastname.get().strip()\",\n  \"self.insert_mobile.get().strip()\",\n  \"self.insert_email.get().strip()\",\n  \"self.insert_dob_dateentry.get_date()\",\n  \"self.insert_nationality.get()\")\")")
mydb.commit()
start_time2 = time.time()
```

**Figure 6:** MongoDB Insert Operation

```python
start_time1 = time.time()
c = MongoClient("localhost", 27017)
db=mongodb_vs_mysql
result=DB.user_info.insert_one({'id':self.insert_search_id.get().strip(),
  'login_password':self.insert_search_password.get().strip(),
  'firstname':self.insert_firstname.get().strip(),
  'lastname':self.insert_lastname.get().strip(),
  'gender':self.insert_gender.get(),
  'mobile':self.insert_mobile.get().strip(),
  'email':self.insert_email.get().strip(),
  'dob':str(self.insert_dob_dateentry.get_date()),
  'nationality':self.insert_nationality.get()})
start_time2 = time.time()
```

**Figure 7:** MySQL Select Operation

```python
start_time1 = time.time()
mydb = mysql.connector.connect(host="localhost", user="rahul", passwd="mahi")
cursor=mydb.cursor()
cursor.execute("use mongodb_vs_mysql")
cursor.execute("select * from user_info where login_id='"self.search_id.get().strip()"'")
collate=utf8mb4_bin and login_password='"self.search_password.get().strip()"'
collate=utf8mb4_bin"
result=cursor.fetchone()
start_time1 = time.time()
```

**Figure 8:** MongoDB Select Operation

```python
start_time1 = time.time()
c = MongoClient("localhost", 27017)
db=mongodb_vs_mysql
result=DB.user_info.find_one({'
  'id':self.search_id.get().strip(),
  'login_password':self.search_password.get().strip()}))
start_time1 = time.time()
```
Similarly, four operations performed in web application comparison system also using PHP server-side scripting language. After performing all these operations on both database systems for different 30-30 records and documents respectively on MySQL and MongoDB. We have collected operation execution time for both the databases separately for all operations: Insert, Select, Update and delete. After that observed result analyzed and difference between both are recorded for result.
4. PRACTICAL RESULTS

In Order to analyse performance difference between MySQL and MongoDB we have performed 30 Insert operation, 30 select operations, 30 update operations 30 delete operations for 30 different records in MySQL (having 100000+ records) and for same data having 30 documents in MongoDB (having 100000+ documents).

Observed Results are as following:
Average Time (in seconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Insertion</th>
<th>Selecting</th>
<th>Updating</th>
<th>Deletion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>0.0639</td>
<td>0.0366</td>
<td>0.0606</td>
<td>0.0787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Average time for all operation in MySQL and MongoDB
7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have gone through the performance evaluation between MySQL and MongoDB for all CRUD operations. After Results we have observed that for insertion, updating and deletion operations MongoDB performs much better than MySQL and also observed that for selection (fetching data) operation there’s not major difference in both still MongoDB average selection time is less in comparison to MySQL.

So, we reached to a conclusion that CRUD operations of MongoDB database system are faster than MySQL database system. It is clearly can be seen from the observed results.

As to summaries it can be said that SQL, Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) are slower in CRUD operations as compared to NoSQL, Non-Relational Database Management Systems. So, whenever we have applications where any of both type of database system can be used. Then we can opt MongoDB (NoSQL) as database requirement for better performance.
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